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Fia Backström 
An-alpha/
pet:isms..., 2014.
ink-jet print on 
vinyl film, steel, 
and industrial 
screws in 5 parts, 
dimensions 
variable.

Beckett’s play are underscored by the 
inability of the protagonists—tethered as 
they are to their devices—to carry out 
face-to-face the already absurdist discus-
sion of whether or not to wait for Godot, 
represented here by a blank-faced emoji. 

Research Service’s performance If  
Your Phone Doesn’t Ring It’s Me, 2014, 
asks gallery visitors to participate in  
phone interviews conducted by robotic 
avatars on the subject of aphasia. The 
most common phrase heard on the day  
I visited was the interviewee asking, 
“Repeat?” as he struggled to understand 
his robotic interlocutor, illustrating the 
ways human-to-machine communication 
can break down.

Technology is not always an obstacle, 
however. James Hoff’s Concept Virus #1, 
2013, shows how it can be generative, 
even in its glitches. His photographic 
interpretation of a computer virus, rich 
enough in gradient and color to seem 
almost textured, is one of the show’s  
most beautiful pieces.

Julien Bismuth’s clever A Train of 
Thought, 2011, also uses a language of 
code to engender new forms of commu-
nication and representation. Four painted 
sticks are rotated, according to printed 
instructions, to go through all 24 permu-
tations of the color sequence.

The piece evokes Minimalism, whose 
artists often used permutation, pattern, 
and repetition to explore objects’ 
properties. Shown alongside works like Le 
Fraga’s, Bismuth’s piece, as well as others 
that engage more traditional media (like 
typewritten text), give past investigations 
of language’s many possible forms  
and meanings new relevance.   
          —Hannah Stamler

It Is fIttIng that the third and final installment of the 
multisite exhibition series “Multiplicity” would take  
place on the Lower East side, a neighborhood once filled 
with dense tenements and intimately linked with new 
York’s history of immigration. Curated by Marco antonini, 
“Multiplicity” showcases works by an international roster 
of two dozen artists that feature just as many locales, 
examining the myriad ways in which people—and cultures—are drawn 
together in contemporary city centers.

for many of the artists, the very architecture that gives form to the 
urban landscape becomes a rich site for investigation. In nadim  
abbas’s light-box installation Tetragrammaton, 2013, existing pyramidal 
structures—I.M. Pei’s Louvre entrance and Las Vegas’s Luxor hotel 
among them—are digitally masked with colorful imagery (in one 
instance, a fish tank), while their surroundings are rendered in black-
and-white. Meanwhile, three color photographs from John Duncan’s 
2008 series “Bonfires” document wooden towers and structures built  
to be burned, a tradition among northern Irish Protestants that dates  
to the defeat of King James vii’s forces at the Battle of the Boyne.  
Irgin sena’s video installation It started started started somehow (zoo),  
2013, alternates between scenes of an abandoned concrete edifice  
and views of tirana, albania’s capital, shot from inside a moving car.  
four black-and-white images by seher shah provide a bird’s-eye  
view of metropolises, portions of which are blacked out, recalling the 
obfuscated google Earth images of top-secret black-ops sites.

surprisingly, almost none of the artists here depict humans interacting 
within—or with—their respective urban settings, puzzling given the 
organizer’s interest in documenting such interactions. But new York–
based Darren goins’s video Workout A (Dance), 2013, does just that, 
capturing dancers as they interact with jungle gym–like forms designed 
by the artist. Miniature painted replicas of the equipment accompany 
the installation, whimsical in their scale and delicate construction.  
Of all the works included in the show, goins’s playfully reminds us that  
a city is nothing without the people who inhabit it.  —Joseph Akel
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nadim abbas 
selections 
from Tetra-
grammaton, 
2013. ink-jet 
prints on 
duraclear, 
each print  
12 x 16 in.
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